T he daily effective federal funds rate contains noise-that is, departures from the target level established by the Federal Open Market Commitee (FOMC) that reflect idiosyncratic conditions in the interbank loan market. Averaging the daily data across a month or quarter is one way to cancel most of this noise, and, for this reason, the monthly or quarterly average of the daily federal funds rate has become a widely used measure of monetary policy. The first chart on page 10 of this publication, for example, plots a quarterly average as the actual federal funds rate in a Taylor rule description of monetary policy. The monthly average is also the benchmark for payoffs in the federal funds futures market.
One often-neglected consequence of monthly averaging, however, is that any change in the target federal funds rate will affect the monthly average for two months. For example, if the FOMC raised the target by 50 basis points precisely halfway through this month, then the monthly average for this month will rise by 25 basis points relative to last month, and next month's average will also exceed this month's average by 25 basis points, all else equal. Similarly, if the FOMC raised the target by 50 basis points threequarters of the way through this month, then the expected monthly average for the next month would rise by 37.5 basis points.
To gauge how strongly target changes in one month affect the change in the monthly average funds rate from that month to the next, I estimated two regressions of the change in the monthly average on its own lagged value. In one regression, I also included information about how the size and timing of any target change in the previous month would affect this month's average. The sample period covered January 1984 through March 2003. The accompanying chart plots the squared forecast errors from both regressions and shows how the information on target changes improves the precision of the forecasts. It is striking that when the information on last month's target change is included, the adjusted R-squared measure of fit more than doubles, from 21 percent to 44 percent.
Furthermore, the lagged change in the monthly average becomes statistically insignificant, once the information regarding the previous month's target change is included in the regression. In fact, the coefficient on the target change variable is slightly greater than (though not significantly different from) 1.0. A coefficient greater than 1 would imply that a target change in one month tends to precede an additional target change in the same direction the next month. Such a prediction would be consistent with the view that the FOMC has active and passive periods and target changes tend to be in the same direction during each active period. The bottom line is that any forecasting model of the monthly average of the federal funds rate that does not take into account known, past FOMC target changes unnecessarily handicaps itself in forecast comparisons with the federal funds futures market, where profitmotivated traders follow FOMC policy actions closely.
-Michael Dueker
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Inflation and Inflation Expectations
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Federal Funds Rate and Inflation Targets
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PCE Inflation and Projections
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Recent Inflation and Long-Term Interest Rates
Percent change from year ago Percent MZM: M2 minus small-denomination time deposits, plus institutional money market mutual funds. The label MZM was coined by William Poole (1991) for this aggregate, proposed earlier by Motley (1988) .
Consumer Price Inflation Rates
Long-Term Government Bond Rates
M2: M1 plus savings deposits (including money market deposit accounts) and small-denomination (less than $100,000) time deposits issued by financial institutions; and shares in retail money market mutual funds (funds with initial investments of less than $50,000), net of retirement accounts.
M3:
M2 plus large-denomination ($100,000 or more) time deposits; repurchase agreements issued by depository institutions; Eurodollar deposits, specifically, dollar-denominated deposits due to nonbank U.S. addresses held at foreign offices of U.S. banks worldwide and all banking offices in Canada and the United Kingdom; and institutional money market mutual funds (funds with initial investments of $50,000 or more).
Bank Credit: All loans, leases, and securities held by commercial banks.
Domestic Nonfinancial Debt:
Total credit market liabilities of the U.S. Treasury, federally sponsored agencies, state and local governments, households, and nonfinancial firms. End-of-period basis.
Adjusted Monetary Base:
The sum of currency in circulation outside Federal Reserve Banks and the U.S. Treasury, deposits of depository financial institutions at Federal Reserve Banks, and an adjustment for the effects of changes in statutory reserve requirements on the quantity of base money held by depositories. This series is a spliced chain index; see Anderson and Rasche (1996a,b) .
Adjusted Reserves:
The sum of vault cash and Federal Reserve Bank deposits held by depository institutions and an adjustment for the effects of changes in statutory reserve requirements on the quantity of base money held by depositories. This series, a spliced chain index, is numerically larger than the Board of Governors' measure, which excludes vault cash not used to satisfy statutory reserve requirements and Federal Reserve Bank deposits used to satisfy required clearing balance contracts; see Anderson and Rasche (1996a) and research.stlouisfed.org/aggreg/newbase.html.
Monetary Services Index:
An index that measures the flow of monetary services received by households and firms from their holdings of liquid assets; see Anderson, Jones, and Nesmith (1997 
to five alternative target inflation rates, π * = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 percent, where f t * is the implied federal funds rate, π t -1 is the previous period's inflation rate (PCE) measured on a year-over-year basis, y t -1 is the log of the previous period's level of real gross domestic product (GDP), and y t -1 P is the log of an estimate of the previous period's level of potential output. Potential Real GDP is as estimated by the Congressional Budget Office.
Monetary Base Growth and Inflation Targets shows the quarterly growth of the adjusted monetary base (modified to include an estimate of the effect of sweep programs) implied by applying McCallum's (1988 McCallum's ( , 1993 equation ∆MB t * = π * + (10-year moving average growth of real GDP)
-(4-year moving average of base velocity growth)
to five alternative target inflation rates, π * = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 percent, where ∆MB t * is the implied growth rate of the adjusted monetary base. The 10-year moving average growth of real GDP for a quarter t is calculated as the average quarterly growth during the previous 40 quarters, at an annual rate, by the formula ((y t -y t -40 )/40) × 4 × 100, where y t is the log of real GDP. The fouryear moving average of base velocity growth is calculated similarly. To adjust the monetary base for the effect of retail-deposit sweep programs, we add to R(m) , for securities with m = 1,... , 10 years to maturity are obtained by linear interpolation between reported yields. These yields are smoothed by fitting the regression suggested by Nelson and Siegel (1987) , R(m) = a 0 + (a 1 + a 2 )(1 -e -m/50 )/(m/50) -a 2 × e -m/50 , and forward rates are calculated from these smoothed yields using equation (a) in table 13.1 of Shiller (1990) ,
where duration is approximated as D(m) = (1 -e -R(m) × m )/R(m). These rates are linear approximations to the true instantaneous forward rates; see Shiller (1990) . For a discussion of the use of forward rates as indicators of inflation expectations, see Sharpe (1997) . 
